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General comments:

I find the manuscript well written and concise and it gives a much needed evalutation of
the biases and uncertainties in the Argo salinity corrections and the delayed mode data. It
is a comprehensive accessment of the global data set and presents important findings
about the magnitude of applied corrections, their spatial patterns and remaining
differences to the reference data sets. I am sure this excercise is very helpful to inform
the data user about the data set but also internally to adress remaining questions, such as
the maybe undetected minor fresh bias.

 

Specific comments:

Page 2, line 38-39: I find the statement a bit misleading. The recovery of float was
originally not intended and the floats were designed as ‘throwaway products’. However, a
recovery of floats is nowadays practised in marginal seas, where the distance from shore
to float is small enough to reach the floats easy enough.

Page 2, line 46: ‘sensor calibration drift’ sounds odd, I would replace it by ‘sensor drift’

Page 2, line 50: Is the term ‘unadjusted salinity data’ giving the right impression to the
reader? The issued behind this is the use of data in R and A mode compared to D mode
with scientific quality control in such analysis. Maybe a bit more text should be added.



Page 2, line 52: ‘ I would suggest to add a bit more information about the ‘stricter quality
control’ in RG2009.

Page 3, line 69: I would suggest to add a reference to section 2 for further information,
about the +-0.01 uncertainty in quality controlled Argo salinities.

Page 4, line 106: maybe add ‘at least yearly since the argo data reference data are
updated more frequently

Page 4, line 118-119: the documents are available openly so maybe linking them to the
Argo data management page http://www.argodatamgt.org/Documentation would be
appropriate.

Page 5, line 128: ‘dynamic data’, I am not sure that the term is  best to inform the reader
that Argo data are potentially never reaching a final stage and could be subject to
revisions even years after they have been calibrated and submitted in delayed mode.

Page 5, lines 130-133: the paragraph about A-mode data might be lost to readers
unfamiliar with the Argo data system and I am a bit unsure about its purposes. Do the
authors want to discourage or encourage readers to use A-mode data?

Page 5, line 145: could the authors please give a range for salinity error in the strong
gradient regions.

Page 6, line 157: how do the authors identify pressure errors > 10 dbar in the profiles? Or
do they mean when the PRESSURE_ADJUSTED_ERROR in the profile files is larger than 10
dbar.

Page 7, line 192: ‘signs of unrecoverable damage’, maybe refer to the quality control
manual for readers interested in more details.

Page 9: Figure 3, the highest corrections applied are from the Atlantic (mostly in the
north) and North Pacific. Is there some explanation for the spatial patterns?  Maybe the
Atlantic pattern is caused by the fact that about 150 floats were purchased in a short time
range when abrupt salty drift was most abundant and deployments were to a large extend
carried out in the Atlantic. Maybe a version of figure 3 with data after 2015 could shed
some light.



Page 9: lines 209-214 to page 10: lines 215-224: I was wondering if such information
about the Argo data structure in the files would not be needed earlier, but wouldn’t know
where to place it best.

Page 12, line 242: I am not sure I am understand the purpose of this sentence about the
greylist. Why would a user only use greylist to filter out suspicious data and not read the
qc flags given in any float profile? Please check if this needs to be clarified.

Page 13, line 275-277: It sound as if the main purpose of section 5 is to look for
extremely bad data. But then in the following sentence it is explained that these gross
outliers are removed. As I understand the purpose of the section is to obtain statistical
estimates of uncertainty in the delayed mode Argo data. Maybe change order of sentences
or rephrase.

Page 13, line 284-288: the detailed description of the subtropical Atlantic where the most
stable water masses are found in the central waters and not in the usual deep water range
1000-2000 gives it a strange importance. Could this be stated more generally, that even
though deep layers are often the best choice there might be areas were that is not the
case.

 

Page 13, line 291- 292: a search radius with a time window of 15 years might be
problematic when there are temporal trends in the water masses. I would think that
should be mentioned somewhere. And do I understand it correctly, that only ‘the nearest’
profile is used for comparison (i.e only 1 profile).

Page 13, line 293: states that the differences  are computed on the selected isotherms. In
line 281 it sound as if only one isotherm is selected in each 10x10 ° square. Does the
plural just mean that the isotherms could have different value in each grid?

Page 13, line 295: the fact that only 20% of the Argo profiles have nearby reference data
with a search frame is a limitation of the  analysis but also to the original dmqc analysis.
Maybe some sentences should be added to the gaps in our existing reference data and a
plea should be made to release CTD data more timely for the purpose of Argo data
quality.

Page 14, line 312-313: What about the ACC as a high uncertainty area? Or is that meant
by South Atlantic?



Page 15, line 316: figure 6, what is the meaning of the grey and white boxes? The
colorbar used for figure 6 is a bit unusal for a difference plot and creates an optical bias
towards the positive differences. For example the range -0.005 to 0 depicted by the light
blue creates less attention than the similar 0 to +0.005 range depicted in light orange. I
would suggest using a red/blue colour bar as in climate change maps. It would also be
nice to have a plot, which indicates how many matches between climatology and Argo
profiles went into each 10x10 square.

Page 15, lines 318-328: theses lines address the skewed distribution of differences with a
bias to fresh and their spatial distribution. This is attributed to mild instrument calibration
errors and the problems of veryfing this without contemporary reference data at
deployment. Why should this only apply for fresh calibration offsets and not also for mild
salty offsets?
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